SHAPES OF ATTIC 5th CENTURY VASES

Amphora, Pelike, Stamnos, Hydria, Bell-crater, Calyx-crater, Column-crater, Volute-crater, Loutrophoros, Skyphos, Kantharos, Lekythos, Squat lekythos, Aryballos, Alabastron, Pyxis, Oinochoe

kylix, stemless kylix, lekythos
Attic Lekythos
From Black Figure to Red Figure

1 Deianeiran Lekythos (round) Early 6th Century
2 Deianeiran Lekythos (oval) Early 6th Century
3 Early Shoulder Lekythos c. 560 BCE
4 Shoulder Lekythos c. 540—530 BCE
5 Standard lekythos c. 500 BCE
6. Chimney Lekythos c. 470 BCE (red figure)

Deianeiran Lekythos (round)
Gorgon Painter Attic early 6th century BCE (left)

These drawings from: Folsom’s Attic Black-Figured Pottery
Corinthian Lekythos

Attic Deianeiran Lekythos, near the Gorgon Painter

Attic Deianeiran Lekythos, Amasis Painter, 550-530 BCE

Early Shoulder Lekythos Amasis Painter c. 550-530 BCE
5. Standard lekythos c. 500 BCE
6. Chimney Lekythos c. 470 BCE (red figure)

Standard Lekythos
Daybreak Painter
510-500 BCE

Chimney Lekythos
Palermo c. 500 BCE (center)

White Ground Lekythos
Edinburg Painter c. 500 BCE
The boatman, Charon, ferries the souls across the River, Styx.
X-ray

lekythoi were offered at tombs
Black Figure Stemmed Cup Shapes
600-500 BCE

First Quarter (600-575) Comast Cups
Second Quarter (575-550) Siana Cups
Third Quarter (550-525) Lip Cups and Band Cups
Forth Quarter (530-500) Proto A Cups
Corinthian Comast Cup
600-575 BCE (above left)

Attic Comast Cup ca 590-570 BCE (below left)

Attic Comast Cup ca 580-570 BCE (above right)

Attic Skyphos with Komasts
590-570 BCE (below right)
Mastos (Brit. Mus. B 376)

Skyphos with Komasts
c. 590-570 BCE

Skyphos about 500 BCE
(Athens, Agora P26648)

Mastos (Brit. Mus. B 376)

Skyphos (Boston 20.18)

Skyphos (Detroit 63.11)
Attic Komast Cups
600-575 BCE
Siana Cups 575-550 BCE
“Overlap Style”
Siana Cups 575-550 BCE
“Double Decker Style”

(Athens, Agora) (below)

(Brit. Mus. 1906.12-15.1)
(left and below)

(Taranto, Italy) (below)

(Munich 2155)
Lip Cups
550-525 BCE

Unattributed
Cahn Auct Mar. ’01
(Basel, Switzerland)

Xenokles Painter (Brit. Mus. B 425)

Phrynos Painter Workshop
Getty Mus. 96.AE.91
Band Cups 550-525 BCE

(Munich 2243)

(Boston 63.4)

(Athens, Nearchos Col.)

Oakshott Painter (NY 17.230.5)
Proto A Cups Toward the end of the 6th cent.

Exekias (Munich 2044)

Red Figure Kylix by Epiktetos (Brit. Mus.)

Amasis Painter (Boston)